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The manor system in the middle ages

Learning goalsShow the hierarchy of the manor system by describing the roles of lords, villeins and livegne Key Points Master of a manor house was supported by his land holdings and contributions from the peasant population. Livegne, who occupied land that belonged to the Lord, were to work on the earth and in
return receive certain rights. Serfdom was the status of peasants in the manor system, and villeins were the most common form of living in the Middle Ages. Villeins rented small homes with or without land; as part of their contract with the Lord, they were expected to spend some time working on the earth. Villeins could
not move away without the Lord's consent and acceptance of the new master whose manor they were to move to. Because of the protection that Villeins received from the Lord's manor, it was generally not favorable to move away unless the landlord turned out to be particularly tyrannical. The manor system consists of
three types of land: demesne, dependent and free peasant land. Manorial structures could be found throughout medieval Western and Eastern Europe: in Italy, Poland, Lithuania, Baltic nations, the Netherlands, Prussia, England, France and the Germanic Kingdoms. The whole country, not necessarily all physically
connected to the manor, which was preserved by the lord of a manor house for his own use and support, under his own direction. peasants under feudalism, especially in the context of manorialism. It was a condition of servitude that developed primarily in the High Middle Ages in Europe. villein The most common form of
life in the Middle Ages. They had more rights and a higher status than the lowest living, but existed under a number of legal restrictions that separate them from freemen. freemen Men who were not alive in the feudal system. Manorialism was an essential element of feudal society and was the organizing principle of the
rural economy that originated in the villa system of the late Roman Empire. Manorialism became widespread in medieval Western Europe and parts of Central Europe, and was slowly replaced by the emergence of a money-based market economy and new forms of agricultural contract. Manorialism was characterized by
the earning of legal and economic power in the master of a manor house. The Lord was supported financially from his own direct landholding in a manor house (sometimes called a fief), and from the obligatory contributions of the peasant population that fell under the jurisdiction of the Lord and his court. These
obligations can be paid in several ways: in labour, in kind, or in rare cases in coin. Manorial structures could be found throughout medieval Western and Eastern Europe: in Italy, Poland, Lithuania, Baltic nations, the Netherlands, Prussia, England, France and the Germanic Kingdoms. The main reason for the
development of the system was perhaps also its greatest strength: the stabilisation of society during the destruction of the Roman imperial order. With a declining birth rate and population, labor was production factor. Successive administrations tried to stabilize the imperial economy by freezing the social fabric in place:
sons had to follow their fathers in their trade, councillors were banned from resigning, and colonies, the cultivators of land, were not to move from the land to which they were attached. The workers in the country were on their way to becoming alive. When the Germanic kingdoms followed Roman authority in the West in



the fifth century, Roman landlords were often simply replaced by Gothic or Germanic, with little change in the underlying situation or displacement of populations. Thus, the manor system became ingrained in medieval society. Manor houses consisted each of three classes of land: demesne, the part controlled directly by
the Lord and used for the benefit of his household and relatives; Dependent (livegne or villein) farms that bear the obligation that the peasant household provide the lord with specified labor services or part of its production; and Free peasant land, without such obligation, but otherwise subject to manorial jurisdiction and
custom, and due to money rent set at the time of the lease. Additional sources of income for the Lord included charges for the use of his mill, bakery, or wine-press, or for the right to hunt or let pigs feed in his forest, as well as court revenue and single payments on each change of tenant. On the other side of the account,
manorial administration involved significant expenses, perhaps one reason why smaller manorhouses tend to rely less on villein tenure. Serfdom Serfdom was the status of peasants under feudalism, especially in the context of manorialism. It was a condition of servitude that developed primarily in the Middle Ages in
Europe. Livegne, who occupied a plot of land, was to work for the manor manor who owned the land, and in return had the right to protection, justice and the right to use certain fields in the manor to maintain their own subserence. Livegne was often required to work in not only the Lord's fields, but also his mines, forests,
and roads. The manor was the basic unit of feudal society, and the master of a manor house and his living areas were bound legally, economically and socially. The lives represented the lowest class of feudal communities. A livegne digging the ground, approx. 1170 CE. Grave, detail from Hunterian Psalter, Glasgow
University Library MS Hunter. Many of the negative components of manorialism, and feudalism in general, revolve around the bondage of ctivism, his lack of social mobility, and his low position on the social hierarchy. But a life-long one had some freedoms within its limits. Although the common wisdom is that a living
owned only his stomach —even his clothes were the property of his master—he could still accumulate personal possessions and wealth, and some living were richer than their free neighbors, although this was rare. A well-to-do livegne may even be in to buy his freedom. A life-long could grow what what he considered it
appropriate on his land, although a living taxes often had to be paid in wheat. The excess crops he would sell on the market. The landlord could not deprive his children without legal reason, had to protect them from the depredations of robbers or other masters, and was expected to support them by charity in times of
famine. Many of these rights could be enforced by the 2016 courts. Villeins A villein (or villain) was the most common form of life in the Middle Ages. Villeins had more rights and a higher status than the lowest living level, but existed under a number of legal restrictions that differentiated them from freemen. Villeins
generally rented small homes with or without land. As part of the contract with the landlord, the manor, they were expected to spend some of their time working on the lord's fields. Contrary to popularity, the requirement was not often very burdensome and was often only seasonal, as was the view of, for example, The
New York Times. The rest of the villein's time was spent farming their own land for their own profit. Like other types of living, villeins were required to provide other services, possibly in addition to paying rent for money or produce. Villeins was bound to the land and could not move away without their master's consent and
acceptance of the lord whose manor they proposed to migrate to. Villeins were generally able to keep their own property, unlike slaves. Villeinage was not a purely one-way exploitative relationship. In the Middle Ages, land in a manor house provided nourishment and survival, and is a villein guaranteed access to land
and kept crops safe from the theft of marauding robbers. Landlords, even when they are legally eligible to do so, rarely thrown in villeins because of the value of their work. Villeinage was preferable to being a vagabond, a slave, or an un-landed worker. In many medieval countries, a villein could gain freedom by fleeing
from a manor house to a town or town and living there for more than a year, but this act involved the loss of land rights and agricultural livelihoods, a prohibitive price, unless the landlord was particularly tyrannical or conditions in the village were exceptionally difficult. Ploughed a French field (French duke's farm in March
Les Très Riches Heures du Duc de Berry, circa 1410). In the foreground, a farmer ploughing a field with a plow pulled by two oxen; man the leader with a long rod. Winemakers prune the wine in a pen and until ground with a mince to constrict the soil. To the right, a man leans on a bag, presumably to draw seeds, which
he will then so. Finally, in the background, a shepherd takes the dog that holds his flock. In the background is the castle Lusignan (Poitou), the property of the Duke of Berry. Set to the right of the image, above the tower Poitiers, is a winged dragon representing the fairy Melusine. Sources Great Chalfield Manor, rebuilt
1465-80 CE. Wiltshire, United Kingdom / Photo by Ramones Karaoke, Creative Creative The idea of people at different social levels living together on a single property for mutual benefit dates back to Roman times. By Mark CartwrightHistorian Initiation Manorialism, also known as the Manorial System, can be defined as
the system of medieval Europe where rural areas were arranged around a manor house or castle on a property. The smallest units of these estates were also called manor houses. Within the estates, free and unfree workers (livegne or villeins) worked the landowner (or his tenant) in return for protection and the right to
work a separate piece of land for their own basic needs. The focal point of the community was the manor or castle - the landowner's private residence and place of municipal gatherings for the purpose of administration, legal issues and entertainment. Regulations, customs and traditions varied from one property to
another and over time, but the system of manorialism continued through most of the Middle Ages. Manorialism is not to be confused with feudalism, which generally refers to the Lord and vassal relationships between different levels of the aristocracy, where land was exchanged for military service. Origin The idea of
people on different social levels living together on a single property for mutual benefit dates back to Roman times, when landscape villas produced food on their surrounding land. As the Roman Empire fell and foreign raids and invasions became more common, the security of living together in a protected place had clear
advantages. When this system was adopted on estates that the Frankish kings gave out to reward loyal nobles in the 8th century, they were forced to do so. The Frankish kings distributed plots of land, known as benefices, to receive military service in return. Similarly, the master of a property gave the right to live and
work on his land to the peasants in return for their service. The peasants were either free or unfree, the latter category evolving from the slaves of the ancient Roman Empire. Manorialism, which already existed in some form under the Anglo-Saxons, became more developed and widespread in England after the Norman
conquest of 1066 CE. From the mid-12th century CE, the feudal system spread across Western Europe, where a lord-and-vassal relationship developed: gentlemen gave the right to use and keep an income from part of their land to a vassal that promised military service in return. Similarly, a vassal can then give part of
his land to another person in return for a service that could be military or payment of goods in kind or even rent. Thus, a hierarchy developed as soil was carved into ever smaller pieces with a tenant on each level. The smallest unit was the manor (also the name of its principle residential building). A manor house can
cover as little as a few hundred acres, which was almost enough land to meet the needs of those who lived on it, but most manor houses were really like small villages. Manor houses could be owned by the monarch, aristocrats or the church, and the very rich could own several hundred manor houses, collectively known
as an honor. Manor houses or large country houses (called villas or curtes in medieval continental Europe), have been built since villages began to be formed during the Neolithic period. As centres of a common life, such buildings eventually evolved into the private residences that landowners built on their properties for
their own use and to create spaces such as the Great Hall, where parties, the public with the peasants and the local courts could be held. Boothby Pagnell Manor House, Lincolnshire, Britain Built c. 1200 CE / Photo by Legrand Sebastien, Wikimedia Commons Estates of the wealthier nobles had their own castle (which
could protect several manor houses owned by one person), but over time, the greater comfort of a smaller building custom-built for household use became their own castle (which could protect several manor houses owned by one person), but over time, the greater comfort of a smaller building custom-built for household
use became their own castle (which could protect several manor houses owned by one person), but over time, the greater comfort of a smaller building custom-built for household use became their own castle (which could protect several manor houses owned by one person), but over time, the greater comfort of a smaller
building custom-built for household use became their own castle (which could protect several manor houses owned by one person) , but over time, the greater comfort of a smaller building custom-built for household use became their own castle (which could protect several manor houses owned by one person), but over
time, the greater comfort of a smaller building custom-built for household use became their own castle (which could protect several manor houses owned by one person), but over time, these landowners without the means or permission to build an expensive stone castle could always make their manor as close to one as
possible in terms of defensive features. Thus, manor houses could be fortified with sections of stone walls, crenellations, wall walks and sometimes a moat, while semi-fortified manor houses had only some of these features (or had them without a proper license). In most cases back then, the landowner was able to make
good on their promise of physical protection for those who lived and worked on the immediate land around them. The manor, in addition to a manor house and/or castle, can also include a small river or stream running through it, a church, mill, barn and an area of forest. The land of the property was divided into two main
parts. The first part was demesne (domain) reserved for the exclusive exploitation of the landowner. Typically, demesne was 35-40% of the total land on the property. The second part was the land the dependent tenants lived and worked on for their own daily needs (mansus), typically about 12 hectares (5 hectares) per
family. The workers on the property cultivated this reserved for their use and their use. The estate was almost entirely self-sufficient, with only things like iron, millstone and salt brought in from the outside. Therefore, there was little official or commercial contact with the outside world and society became similarly
independent (but not isolated). The relationship between its members, in addition to being governed by the distant law of the crown, was more specifically determined by the unique customs and traditions of this society with the manor presiding on its head. Of course, there was some physical contact between workers in
different estates, but such customs as a fine for the daughter of a resident marry someone from outside the estate is a testimony to the perceived necessity of a gentleman to protect labor - both present and future - - his disposal. Serfs Serfs make up about 75% of the medieval population. They were not slaves, but they
had, or their ancestors had, given up the right to free movement and payment for their work. They had done this to live, produce food and have the physical and legal protection of a local master. The living bodies worked the demesne land of their master two or three days each week, more during busy periods such as
harvest time. It was sometimes possible for a life guard to send a family member (provided they were physically able) to perform the labor on the demesne in their place. On the other days, the wives could farm that land given to them for their own family's needs. A medieval manuscript illustration depicts the work on an
agricultural property during the month of February. From 'Les Très Riches Heures du Duc de Berry', circa 1412-1440 CE. (Condé Museum, Château de Chantilly, Oise, France), Limbourg Brothers/Wikimedia Commons Serfs could not normally leave the property where they worked, but the flip side was that they also had
the right to live on it, which gave them both physical protection and sustenance - a gentleman, however rapacious, would not benefit from starving the workers who worked his own land. A life-like inherited the status of their parents, although in the case of a mixed marriage (between free and unfree workers) the child
usually inherited the status of the father. A landowner could sell one of his homes, but the right to sale was labor, not direct ownership of the person as in slavery. Theoretically, the personal property of a living and his simple thatched house of mud and straw all belonged to the landowner, but this was unlikely to have
been enforced or to have had any relevance in practice. Apart from the payment of a regular percentage of the food produced on their own land, a living loved one was obliged to pay fines and certain usual fees to their master, such as on the marriage of the Lord's eldest daughter, or on the death of a lifely in the form of
an inheritance tax paid by the liveable heir. Serfs came to live it up a little once a year when they traditionally were invited to the manor on Christmas Day for a meal. Unfortunately they had to bring their own plates and burn, and of course all the food had been produced by themselves anyway, but it was at least a chance
to see how the other half lived and relieve the drearieness of a country winter. Free workers A minority of workers on a property were not living, but free men. Their situation was not very different from the economic terms of the uters, although they could (but not always) own the ownership interest itself (i.e. they were
permanent owners) and they were not subject to the fees and restrictions of a living. Free workers often paid rent instead of allowing labor to work their master's demes, which were typically paid in producing form their own land. The land they could call their own was usually small and so it was necessary for these
farmers to hire in addition to their income. Free workers can also be allowed, with the consent of their master, to sell their lease to a third party. Only about a fifth of free peasants had enough land (about 20 hectares minimum) to produce a surplus beyond their own family's needs, and they often don't have the best land
for agriculture (the Lord had it). Their party was an uncertain one and a single bad harvest or long-term illness could mean a free laborer was required to become a living. Cottagers Another type of peasant was cottager or cotter who could be free or unfree and who owned little or no land of their own but rented a cottage.
They usually perform small jobs as needed, helping in manorhouses with such tasks as threshing, sheep-mowing, collecting hay or simply digging and sheeding. Manor courts CE Great Hall of Winchester Castle, England / Photo by Johna Bakker, Wikimedia Commons Manor had its own court led by the lord or his
steward. In England, such a court, held in the great hall of a castle or manor house, was known as a hallmote or halimote. Disputes between members of the manor over such things as the right to use certain areas of land such as forests or peat lands (but not disputes between the Lord and an individual peasant) were
dealt with here, as well as the fines imposed on real estate agents and any criminal issues. Serious crimes such as murder were convicted in the crown courts. Hallmote may have been biased against the landowner, but there were higher courts to appeal and records show that farmers acting collectively could bring
charges against a landowner. The decline of manorialism systems in both feudalism and manorialism was weakened by several developments in the late Middle Ages. A particular blow came from the sudden population decline caused by wars and plagues, especially the Black Death (which peaked between 1347-1352
CE). Another frequent risk to everyone's livelihood was crop failures. Such crises caused a chronic labour shortage and abandonment of estates because there was no one to work them. The growth of the big cities also meant that the labour force left the country to find a better future, and the new jobs available in the
country worked for the new and wealthy business class. The living communities that remained on estates gradually increased their political power by acting collectively in village communities, which began to hold their own courts, and which acted as a counterweight to those who were in the landed ade. There were
sometimes serious rebellions by the peasants against their masters. The years 1227 CE in the Northern Lowlands, 1230 CE on the lower Weser in northern Germany and 1315 CE in the Swiss Alps, all witnessed violent peasant armies get the better of those involving aristocratic knights, and a large but unsuccessful
peasant rebellion took place in England in 1381 CE. Finally, the increase in the use of coins in the late that many many made a payment to their master instead of labor, or paid a fee to be exempted from some of the work expected of them, or even purchased their freedom. Throughout Europe, all these factors conspired
to weaken the traditional establishment of unfree workers who were tied to the land and worked for the rich, so that by the end of the 1300s ce more agricultural work was carried out by paid workers than unpaid living. Originally published by Ancient History Encyclopedia, 11.29.2018, under a Creative Commons:
Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 3.0 Unported License. Comments comments comments
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